
26 AUGUST 2012 

HATTERS AT WAR – WELL, EDEN CAMP !!!! 

 

After a good soaking on the return journey from Dove Holes carnival, we wake 

on Sunday morning to, you guessed, RAIN (b******s). After breakfast, a quick 

check of the Hatter’s Hotline (still going to The Coal Mining Museum), it was on 

with the waterproofs and off to Barton. Arriving at Barton and to my surprise, 

Harley-Davidsons, well four, and entering the Airport lodge was greeted with 

“Happy New Waterproofs” – thanks Arthur. After a short discussion, Eden 

Camp it is then.

 

Roads were wet to start with but as we approached Yorkshire it looked like the 

skies were clearing. Standing traffic on the M1 approaching A64 junction meant 

a bit of white-lining but once this was negotiated it was relatively plain sailing to 

the fuel and ciggy stop at the Little Chef on A64 (hang on, nobody smokes). 

From here we encountered more slow moving/standing traffic – Sunday 

motorists off to Scarborough – before finally arriving at Eden Camp about 

1230hrs. Straight past the lady on the gate to the car park and out of the 

heavy riding gear, blue skies and it was HOT….  

 

 



Returning to the entrance to pay our admission fee and time now to have a look 

round the exhibits. The museum is constructed in the huts of an original 

Prisoner of War camp, built by Italians in 1942 to house Germans, and contains 

reconstructed scenes using movement, light, sounds, smells and smoke machines 

to depict wartime Britain. It all starts in Hut 1 which shows the birth of the 

Nazi Party and goes on through more huts to Britain preparing for war, the Blitz 

and the roles of the AFS, ARP wardens and police. One hut contained glass 

cases with cartoons from the newspapers of the day showing the British 

“sticking it up” the Germans and cartoon strips of “Jane”, a young lady who 

always appeared to have a lot less clothing on at the end of the cartoon than 

what she started with. Another hut showed rationing and what your weekly 

allowance was, I reckon “2pints” had his weekly ration in one meal. 

 

At 1500hrs it was time to leave, skies were beginning to get cloudy – do we need 

waterproofs, no we’ll chance it. Wrong move, after a second fuel and ciggy stop 

(still no smokers), we got to the M1 and the rain started. We left the motorway 

to get the rain gear on but it turned out to be a short, sharp shower and the sun 

re-appeared making riding conditions a bit tricky, lots of spray and sunshine 

reflecting off the wet road. We stopped at Birch Services at 1700hrs to say 

our goodbyes.Those Hatters that went may have got wet. Those that didn’t go 

may not have got wet…. but missed a great day. (The War, Hatters and rain, now 

where have we seen that before? – Battlefield tours 2007-2012!!!!!) .   

Ross Fearn 


